Your Personal Angel Symbol has been transmitted by the angelic world. I received your personal angel symbol from the angelic
world, especially for you. It is hand-made and has been energized by several angels under the supervision of your Sun Angel (Higher Self). The angel symbol harmonizes the soul structure, solves blockages in the subtle body, and may bring you closer to your aim
in life.
The angel symbol has the strongest impact if it is worn on the body. This can be a part of the body that is tense, or has been spontaneously chosen for the angel symbol. During a meditation or a relaxing break the personal angel symbol can also be placed on a
chakra, on the forehead or anywhere on the body. You can also increase the energy of drinking water or food with the help of your
symbol.
Your personal symbol is also available as energized pendant upon request.
During energy treatments and massages, kinesiology, rebirthing, cranio fluid dynamics or similar sessions, the personal angel
symbol is worn on the body. The energy practitioner will find the most suitable position. Experience shows that the angel symbols
increase the effectiveness of every treatment in the aura and the chakras many times.
As I am often asked in what areas the symbols work, I brought together all the colours and their meanings on the next page. According to the corresponding colours, you can basically allocate the sphere of influence of your personal symbol.
Wishing you joy with your Personal Angel Symbol,
Ingrid Auer
Red:

power, courage, activity, grounding, matter, passion,
sexuality; but also: anger, aggression

Turquoise:

communication, creativity, self-expression, inspiration, intuition, lightness

Pink:

matters of the heart, love, self-love, capacity for love,
emotions, female sexuality

Blue:

protection, peace, safety, balance, relaxation, justice,
upheaval

Coral:

sensuality, (injured) sexuality, safety, healing of emotional
injuries

White:

cleaning, clarification, solution, letting go, cleansing, release
of karma

Yellow:

knowledge, intellect, power, soulfulness, cheerfulness;
but also: deep-rooted fears

Purple:

change, transformation, spirituality, healing, mourning,
meditation

Orange:

cheerfulness, liveliness, inner wisdom;
but also: shock, addictions, nervousness, fears

Magenta:

‘bringing heaven down to earth’, dreams, divine love,
All Love

Green:

freedom, boundlessness, harmony, relaxation;
but also: confinement

White-gold: visions, way of life, transformation, divine will, spiritual development
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This angel symbol
has been especially energized for you. Possible imitations do not have the same effect
as the original.

WARNING: symbols made of
transparent foil should NOT
be worn directly on the skin
to avoid deformation and
damage through body heat.

